More At-Home Carving Activities

Make A Potato Print

Carve a potato and use it to make your own prints! Use your potato stamp to make pictures, cards, or even wrapping paper.

Go to #MetKids for instructions and a how-to video:
www.metmuseum.org/metmedia/video/metkids/metkids-create/make-a-potato-print

Fruit and Vegetable Carving

Explore carving different materials and create a fun snack! Experiment with using different fruits and vegetables, such as apples, melons, pears, avocados, cucumbers, or carrots.

Find ideas on the YouTube channel Panda_ ASMR:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=onclUB3F3VI
www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqGyVPXkf98

Create A Clay Relief Sculpture

Make a clay sculpture of an animal using shapes cut from a slab of clay. Try using a variety of tools to create different textures!

Go to the YouTube channel KyleWoodArtEd for a tutorial:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKXDktUWSp8